
XII COMMERCE 

 Holidays Homework 2019-20 

 

ENGLISH 
 

1. Read Novel of your choice and write its synopsis in your own words.  

2. Complete the following worksheet in Separate English Practice Register  

 

a. You are Sanjay / Sangeeta. As President of the Excursion Club you have organized an excursion to 

Katmandu (Nepal) during the summer vacation for the senior students of your school. Write a 

notice in about 50 words informing the students about the proposed excursion. 

 

b. Required two well qualified Mechanical Engineers with a minimum experience of five years. 

Remuneration commensurate with the performance and output of the candidate. Send the 

Curriculum Vitae within seven days to the Personnel Manager, ABC Metal Tools Company, 7, 

Vashist Complex , Malad East, Mumbai, along with scanned copies of necessary certificates within 

a week@ abcmumbai@gmail.comPh-26090003,26093330 

 

c. Recent rains have caused havoc in some parts of our country. You are Surya, a member of the 

social service organization, SEVA MANDIR, Bangalore. Draft a poster requesting people to help the 

rain and flood affected families physically and economically. 

 

d. You are Roshan /Roshini, Secretary of Cultural club, Hyderabad Public School, Hyderabad. As a 

member of N.G.C. (National Green Corps), write a report, in 100 – 125 words for your school 

magazine.(10 marks) 

 

e. Your school observed Library week. As a head boy/ head girl of your school write a report on it to 

be published in your school magazine (125 words) 

 

f. You are Poorva / Partha, Cultural Secretary of your school, D.B. Senior Secondary School, Ambur. 

A week-long Music and Dance festival was organised by your school. Write a report in about 125 

words for your school magazine. 

 

g. You are Suresh/Sarika Jain of No-20 Jawahar Nagar,Jaipur. Two months ago you bought a desert 

cooler from M/s Cool Home Coolers Jaipur. Now you discover that it is not working properly. 

Write a letter to the Manager Customer Care complaining about the malfunctioning of the unit 

and asking them to repair and if needed to replace it against warranty. 

 

mailto:abcmumbai@gmail.comPh-26090003,26093330


h. You are Satish/Sonali, the student prefect in charge of the school library. You have been asked by 

your Principal to write a letter to place an order for children’s story books (10 – 13 years). Write a 

letter to M.S.Book Depot Ramnagar, Bikaner placing an order for the books. Invent the necessary 

details. 

 

3. Read the chapter The Interview, Poets and Pancakes, The Journey to the end of the Earth and 

Third Level, write question answers in your own words.  

4. Revise syllabus covered before summer break.  

 

INFORMATICS PRACTICES 

 

i. Do the assignments in Assignment Note Book. 

ii. GUI case studies and SQL Queries should be done in practicals too, bring the 

soft copy of the same. 

 
GUI Case Studies (6 marks Question) 



 

1. 

a. Ms. Jenny wants to create a form for Indian Railways Accomodation Charges. 

She has created the following GUI using Net beans, as shown below: 

 

There are three types of accommodation with charges as: 

 For AC Rs. 400 per day. 

 For Non-AC Rs.250 per day. 

 For Dormitory Rs. 100 per day. Write 

the code to do the following : 

i. „Calculate‟ Balance Amount, on the basis of combo box optionis selected 

using formula. 

Balance=no_of_days* Selected_cat_charges-Advance 

ii. Write the code required for „CLEAR ALL‟ to clear all the text fields. 

iii. Write the code to Exit the program. 

2. M/s. R Ltd wants to calculate mean value for its business. They designed a GUI in java 

using Net beans as below: 

 

 Accept frequencies (f) in the first 4 text boxes. 

Write the code to do the following : 



i. „Calculate‟ Mean value, on the basis of all the 4 frequencies using 

formula. 

Mean=(f1+f2+f3+f4)/4 

ii. Write the code required for „CLEAR ALL‟ to clear all the text fields. 

iii. Write the code to Exit the program. 

3. Ms. Rakhi works in an International Bank as an IT Head. She designs a simple 

Interest 

calculator 

program as 

shown below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The interest rate is given based on the account type as shown below: 

Account Type Interest Rate 
% 

SAVING 4% 

RECURRING DEPOSIT 6% 



FIXED DEPOIST 8% 

i. Write the code required for „INTEREST RATE „ button to display interest 

rate as per the above given criteria. 

 
ii. Write the code required for „SI‟ button to calculate and display 

„SIMPLE INTEREST‟ based on the given formulae: 

SI=(amount*interest_rate*duration)/100 

iii. Write the code required for „CLEAR ALL‟ to clear all the text fields. 

4. Mr.Kunal works as a programmer in “Delicious Ice Cream ” parlour where he has 

designed a software to compute charges to be paid by the customer 

.A screenshot of the same is shown below: 

 

 
A customer can take any ice creamoutof1Scoop/2Scoops/ Ice Cream 

Sundae. A customer can also opt for one ,two or all

 three toppings over Ice Cream. 

Chargesoftoppingsareextra.Eachtoppingsisfor30.00.Forexampleiftwo 

toppings arechosen,60.00willbedisplayedas Toppings Charges. 

 

Help Mr.Kunal in writing the code to do the 
following: (i) 

After selecting appropriate RadioButton and checkbox(es),(if required),when„Cal 
culate Amount‟ button is clicked ,Ice Cream charges, Toppings Charges and 
„TotalAmounttoPay‟should be calculated and displayed the respective text fields. Charges for 

Ice Creams are as follows : 

Type of Ice 
Cream 

Ice Cream 

1Scoop 60.00 

2Scoops 80.00 



IceCream 
Sundae 

120.00 

Total Amount to Pay= Ice Cream Charges +Toppings Charges. 

(ii) When„ CLEAR‟ button is clicked ,all the text fields ,radio buttons and checkboxes 
shouldbecleared. 
(iii) When „Exit ‟button is clicked, the application should close. 

5. Ms. Charma works as a programmer in “ABC Car Rental Company” where she 

has designed a software to compute charges to be paid  by the client. A 

screenshot of the same is shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A client can take any car out of Deluxe/ Semi Deluxe/ Ordinary for rent. 

A client can also opt for services of a guide. charges vary depending 

on the type of car opted. 

Charges of services of Guide are extra. 

Help Ms. Sharma in writing the code to do the following : 

a. After selecting appropriate Radio Button and checkbox (if required), 

b. when „CALCULATE‟ button is clicked, Amount, Guide Charges and Total 

Amount should be calculated and displayed in the respective text fields. 



Cat egory of Car Amount (in 

Deluxe Car 1000 per day 

Semi Deluxe Car 800 per day 

Ordinary Car 700 per day 

 

Amount is obtained by multiplying per day charges of Car with 

number of days for which the car is taken. 

If „Guide Required‟ checkbox is selected, Guide charges per day are 

Rs 500.00. 

Guide Charges is calculated as : car required for No. of days * 500; 

Total Amount=Amount +Guide charges 

c. When „CLEAR‟ button is clicked, all text fields and checkbox should  be 

cleared. 

d. When „Close‟ button is clicked, the application should close. 

6. Ms. Neelam works as a programmer in“ Kids Entertainment Zone”.She has designed a 

Registration Page to calculate the total fee of summer camp depending Upon the number of activities 

selected by the user considering age eligibility as well. A screenshot of the same is shown below: 
 



Help her in writing the code to do the following: 
 

i. After entering the age in the specified text field, when „Chk Eligibility ‟button is clicked ,a 
dialogue box should be displayed with a message “Welcome” if age is in between3- 13 years 
else the program should be terminated after displaying the message “Sorry! You are either 
underage or overage!!”. 

 

ii. After selecting the desirable activities, total fee should be displayed in 
the specified text field on theclickof“Proceed”buttonattherateofRs.1000per activity. 

 

iii. Adiscountof20%isapplicableifmorethanoneactivityischosenbythe user. 
 

iv. After clicking on the“Net Fee”button, Net Fee should be calculated 
and displayed in the respective text field as per the given formula: 

 
Net Fee= Fee – Discount 

 

7. Read the following case study carefully and answer the questions that 

follows – 

Read the following case study and answer the questions that follow : AVON Tools has 

computerized its billing. The following is the data entry screen used by them : 

 

Write code to implement the following : 
 

(a) when user clicks Clear button , all the values stored in text fields and radio buttons should 

be cleared. 



(b) Ensure that value entered in quantity text field is positive only. 

(c) Close the application when exit button is clicked. 

(d) when calculate button is clicked , sub total , tax ( 6.50% of Sub Total), delivery and 

handling charges and total amount 

are computed and displayed in respective text fields. 

The criterion of Delivery and Handling charges is as given below : 

Category of City Charges 

A Rs. 2000. 
B Rs. 3000 

C Rs. 3500 
 
(g) Read the following case study carefully and answer the questions that follows 

– 

Read the following case study and answer the questions that follow : AVON Tools has 

computerized its billing. The following is the data entry screen used by them : 

 

Write code to implement the following : 
 

(a) when user clicks Clear button , all the values stored in text fields and radio buttons 

should be cleared. 

(b) Ensure that value entered in quantity text field is positive only. 

(c) Close the application when exit button is clicked. 

(d) when calculate button is clicked , sub total , tax ( 6.50% of Sub Total), delivery and 

handling charges and total amount 

are computed and displayed in respective text fields. 

The criterion of Delivery and Handling charges is as given below : 

Category of City Charges 

A Rs. 2000. 
B Rs. 3000 



C Rs. 3500 

 
 

SQL ASSIGNMENT 

 

1. Write SQL command to view the constraints to EMP table. 

2. Mr. Naveen wants to remove the entire content of a table “RESULT” along 

with its structure to release the storage space. What My sql statement should 

be used? 

3. Distinguish between Primary Key and Unique key. 

4. Sheela created a table in My sql later on she found that she did not need 

a column “fee” . Which command should she use to delete the column 

from the table. 

5. Write a command to add a NOT NULL constraint on FEES column of a 

student table. 

6. In an item table columns include Item Code, Item Name, Price and Qty. Which 

one of these columns should be set as primary key and why? 

7. Mr. Manjeet created two tables wit Department as Primary key in table 1 

and foreign key in Table2. While inserting a row in Table2. Mr. Manjeet is not 

able to enter a value in the column Dept no. What could be the possible 

reason for it? 

8. What is the purpose of GROUP BY clause in My sql? How is it different 

from ORDER BY clause? 

9. There is a column SALARY in a table EMPLOYEE . The following two 

statements are giving different outputs. What may be the possible 

reason? SELECT COUNT(*) FROM EMPLOYEE; 

SELECT COUNT(SALARY) FROM EMPLOYEE; 

10. A table FLIGHT has 4 rows and 2 columns and another table 

AIRHOSTESS has 3 rows and 4 columns . How many rows and 

columns will be there, if we obtain the Cartesian product of these two 

tables? 

11. State two difference between date function NOW() and SYSDATE() of MySQL. 

12. Shanya Khanna is using a table EMPLOYEE . It has the following 

columns: Adm no, Name, Age, Stream[Column Age contains Aggregate 

Marks] 

She wants to display highest Age obtained in each 

stream. She wrote the following statement: 

SELECT Stream, Max(Age) FROM EMPLOYEE; 

But she did not get the desired result . Rewrite the above query with 

necessary changes to help her get the desired output. 

13. Write two eg . Of DML commands to SQL. 



14. When using the LIKE clause, which wildcard symbol represents any sequence 

of none, one or more characters? 

15. Write the UPDATE statement in My sql to increase the commission by 

100.00 in the “Commission” Column in the „EMP‟ table. 

ECONOMICS 

 

 Do all the questions after learning in a separate notebook: 

1. Write down some of the limitations of using GDP as an  Index of welfare of a 

country. 

2. Explain the precautions that must be taken while estimating national income by 

value added method. 

3. What precautions must be taken while estimating national income by  

(a) Income method  

(b) Expenditure method 

4. Explain the circular flow of income with all phases. 

5. Explain the credit creation by commercial bank through a suitable example. 

6. “No product is always final or intermediate.” Explain  

7. Explain the difference between Real GDP and Nominal GDP. 

8. Explain any four functions of Central bank. 

9. If the nominal GDP is 1200 and Price Index is 120,calculate Real GDP. 

10. Explain the components of Money Supply. 

NUMERICALS 

Do the 10-10 questions of Income Method and expenditure method and 5 

questions from Value added method. 

SUBJECT –HISTROY(027) 

GENERAL INSTRUCTION : 

Students should prepare individual dummy projects of about 30-35 pages for 

CBSE assessment .The project should be prepared accourding to the 

guidelines already issued in class . 

 

The project should include the following section : 

1. Cover page – Displaying the topic 

2. Acknowledgement – thanking the people or institution that has helped you 

in completion of your project . 



3. Certificate –mentioning of your name and the name of teacher under whose 

supervision you have completed your work  

4. Index –Giving the list of content with page numbers. 

5. Introduction –Giving the purpose and importance of a study  

6. Conclusion –What do you learn from your study ? 

7. Bibliography –showing the sources from where you have gathered 

information  

Note – 

 A summary /synopsis (one page)of the project has to be prepared 

covering : 

a) The objective statement 

b) Their observations and findings  

 The projects must be neat and well presented and must be completely hand-

written.  

 No whiteners to be used or written matter to be crossed out. In case of any 

mistakes, redo the sheet.  

 Do not number sheets or write dates .  

 Colour illustrations, maps, charts may be hand drawn or printed (if it is 

relevant for any aspect of your project) are welcome to make them look 

attractive. .   

 The project should be eco-friendly. 

 The project is to be done on inter-leaf sheets A4 white sheets.  

  

 Choose any one topic  from the list  

1. The mysteries behind the mound of dead – Mohenjo-Daro 

2. Town planning and artefacts of the Harappan Civilization  

3. An In-depth study to understand Spiritual Archaeology in the Sub-Continent 

4. Mahabharta through the eyes of travellers . 

5. Buddha’s Path to Enlightenment 

6. Jainism  

7. India through the eyes of travellers  

8. Understanding the Bhakti  and Sufi movements in India  

9. Insight and Reflection of Bernier’s notions of The Mughal Empire 

10. An exploratory study to know the women who created history 

11. “Mahatma Gandhi” – A legendary soul 



12. To reconstruct the History of Vijaynagar through the Archaeology of Hampi 

13. Revolt of 1857 

14. The emerald city of Colonial Era – BOMBAY,MADRAS AND 

CALCUTTA  

15. Vision of unity behind the first war of Independence 

16. Divine Apostle of Guru Nanak Dev 

17. Help, Humanity and Sacrifices during Partition 

18. Glimpses inside Mughals Imperials Household 

19. The process behind the framing of the Indian Constitution 

20. The ‘Brahm Nirupam’ of Kabir – A journey to Ultimate Reality 

 Revise all chapters done in the class 

 Visit any one historical site realetd to your project and collect the 

information. 

 Click the picture of the site  for your project work.  

 

SUBJECT – POLITICAL SCIENCE (028) 

 General instruction are same as above in history 

 Note : 

1. The Project work will be implemented in class XII from the session ie 2019-

20.  

2.  Out of 20 marks, 10 marks are to be allotted to viva voce and 10 marks for 

project work.  

Choose any one topic from the list  

1. Cold War Era Emergence of two power blocs after the second world 

war.  

2.  Challenges to Bipolarity: Non Aligned Movement..  

3.  India’s relations with Russia  

4. Dominance and challenge to the US in economy and ideology.  

5. European Union, 

6.  ASEAN. 



7. China 

8.  India’s changing relations with China 

9. Contemporary South Asia  

10. India’s relations with Pakistan  

11. Impact of economic globalization  

12. India’s relation with its neighbours. 

13. International Organizations.  

14. Non-traditional or human security: global poverty, health and 

education. Issues of human rights and migration.  

15. Environment and Natural Resources  

16. Nehru’s approach to nation-building;  

17. Era of Congress dominance  

18.  Changing Election method in india 

19.  Five year plans,  

20. Green Revolution  

21. India’s External Relations Nehru’s foreign policy.  

22. India’s nuclear programme.  

23. Challenges to the Congress System 

24. Emergency  

25. the formation of Janata Party.  

26. Popular Movements in IndiaFarmers’Women’s movement,  

27. Regional Aspirations Rise of regional parties.  

 Revise all chapters done in the class  

 

 

SUBJECT- PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

 

 

Q1. What do mean by cardiac output? 

Q2. What is seeding? 

Q3. What do you mean by planning? 

Q4. Define ageing? 

Q5. What do you mean by fat? 

Q6. What do you mean by combination tournament? 



Q7. What is excessive weight loss? 

Q8. What do you mean by menopause?  

Q9. What is oxygen uptake? 

Q10. Enlist two sources of calcium? 

Q11. Define nutrition. 

Q12. Draw a Fixture of 19 teams on knock out basis. 

Q13. Describe the effect of exercise on respiratory system. 

Q14. Give in detail any three psychological aspects of women athlete. 

Q15. What do you understand by macro nutritive elements? Describe its types. 

Q16. Describe effects of exercise on cardio-vascular system.  

Q17. Explain briefly about eating disorder Bulimia & Anorexia Nervosa. 

Q18. What is Menarche? Explain the effects of dysfunction of menarche. 

Q19. Describe the role of regular exercise on ageing process in detail. 

Q20. What do you mean by knock-out tournament? Write its advantages and 

disadvantages. 

Q21. List down the various committees for organizing sports events. 

Q22. How specific Sports Programmes tribute to your countries? 

Q.23 Describe the causes, precautions and remedies for scoliosis. 

Q.24 What do you mean by coordinative abilities? Mention any four types of 

coordinative abilities. 

  

 

 

Do assignments in Assignment note books. 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
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